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SUMMARY

Contact inhibition of cell proliferation regulates tissue size and prevents uncontrolled cell 

expansion. When cell density increases, contact inhibition can force proliferating cells into 

quiescence. Here we show that the variable memory of local cell density experienced by a mother 

cell controls the levels of the cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) activator cyclin D1 and inhibitor p27 

in newborn daughters, which direct cells to proliferation or quiescence. Much of this regulation 

can be explained by rapid suppression of ERK activity by high cell density in mothers, which 

leads to lower cyclin D1 and higher p27 levels in daughters. Strikingly, cell density and mitogen 

signals compete by shifting the ratio of cyclin D1/p27 levels below or above a single sharp 

threshold that controls the proliferation decision. Thus, the history of competing cell density and 

mitogen signals experienced by mothers is funneled into a precise activator-inhibitor balance that 

decides the fate of daughter cells.

In brief

Using live single-cell microscopy, Fan and Meyer show that the decision of newborn daughter 

cells to proliferate or become quiescent is controlled by the memory of local cell density inherited 

from mother cells. This memory is mediated by an ultrasensitive activator-inhibitor balance 

between cyclin D1 and p27.
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INTRODUCTION

Contact inhibition of cell proliferation is a main mechanism by which epithelial and many 

mesenchymal cells restrict cell proliferation and tissue size (McClatchey and Yap, 2012). 

Suppression of proliferation at high cell density is clinically relevant because loss of contact 

inhibition is a major mechanism driving cancer progression (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011; 

McClatchey and Yap, 2012; Yu et al., 2015). When cell density increases during normal cell 

proliferation, inhibitory signals are generated by formation of increased junctional contacts 

between cells as well as changes in mechanical forces (Aragona et al., 2013; Kim et al., 

2011; McClatchey and Yap, 2012; Puliafito et al., 2012; Streichan et al., 2014; Zhao et 

al., 2007). Because there are multiple pathways mediating contact inhibition in addition to 

cell-cell contacts per se, an overall strength of contact inhibition is often determined by 

measuring cell density (Aoki et al., 2013; Aragona et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2007), and we 

use this measure of cell density throughout this study. At the end of a signal integration 

process that involves mitogen signaling, cell density, and other inputs, proliferating cells exit 

to quiescence when newborn cells fail to activate the core drivers of cell cycle entry: cyclin 

D-cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) 4/6 and cyclin E-CDK2 (Malumbres and Barbacid, 2001; 

Morgan, 1997; Sherr, 1993).

The decision whether newborn cells activate CDK4/6 and CDK2-type kinases is regulated 

by multiple mechanisms, including expression of D-type cyclins and the CDK inhibitors 

p27KIP and p21CIP (Malumbres and Barbacid, 2001; Morgan, 1997). Previous studies have 

shown that CDK2 activity and cell cycle exit in newborn cells are regulated in a bimodal 

fashion by mitogen and DNA damage signals from the previous cell cycle, and upregulation 

of p21 has been found to be a rate-limiting step inhibiting activation of CDK2 (Arora et 

al., 2017; Barr et al., 2017; Hitomi and Stacey, 1999; Min et al., 2020; Spencer et al., 

2013; Yang et al., 2017). In these studies, cells were typically plated sparsely to facilitate 

single-cell tracking, which likely reduced the relevance of p27 because p27 levels typically 
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increase with higher cell density (Polyak et al., 1994; St Croix et al., 1998). Nevertheless, 

unlike p21, whose deletion has only small effects on mouse development (Brugarolas et 

al., 1995; Deng et al., 1995), p27 deletion in mice results in increased cell proliferation, 

multiorgan hyperplasia, and larger body size (Fero et al., 1996; Kiyokawa et al., 1996; 

Nakayama et al., 1996), highlighting the importance of p27 in restricting cell proliferation 

during normal development.

The respective roles of cyclin D, p21, and p27 in triggering cell density-mediated cell cycle 

exit in newborn cells were difficult to establish using bulk cell analysis because of a need 

to pharmacologically arrest and synchronize cells in mitosis. The goal of our study was to 

monitor and perturb the endogenous levels of cyclin D, p21, and p27 in asynchronously 

dividing cells that experience different local cell densities and mitogen signals without stress 

perturbations. Specifically, we sought to address the following open questions: (1) when 

during the cell cycle cells sense local cell density; (2) whether cell density-mediated changes 

in cyclin D, p21, and p27 expression are rate limiting in regulating the decision of a newborn 

cell to exit the cell cycle; and (3) how cell density and mitogen signaling compete to decide 

whether newborn cells exit to quiescence or keep proliferating.

We investigated cell density-regulated cell cycle exit by developing a fluorescence 

microscopy approach that tracks local cell density and signaling activities in mother and 

newborn daughter cells over time. In the tracked newborn cells, we also measured their cell 

cycle status as well as expression levels of cyclin D, p21, and p27. We find that, rather than 

the local cell density experienced by newborn cells, it is the memory of local cell density 

experienced by mother cells that directs newborn cells to quiescence. We show that high 

local cell density rapidly suppresses ERK activity and that low ERK activity in mother cells 

mediates an increase in p27 and decrease in cyclin D1 levels in newborn cells. Strikingly, we 

find that a small decrease in the nuclear expression ratio of cyclin D1 over p27 below a sharp 

threshold triggers exit to quiescence in a highly ultrasensitive and predictable manner. We go 

on to show that cell density and mitogen signals compete in mother cells to cause opposing 

shifts in the cyclin D1/27 ratio, which positions each newborn cell above or below this 

single threshold and directs cells toward proliferation or quiescence, respectively. Our study 

supports a model where each newborn cell decides between quiescence and proliferation 

based on a precise activator-inhibitor balance that is controlled by local cell density and 

mitogen signals experienced by its mother cell.

RESULTS

Local cell density in mother cells predicts whether newborn cells exit to quiescence

We first examined when during the cell cycle cells sense local cell density. To this end, 

we developed an assay to monitor local cell density changes over time in single cells. We 

transduced a fluorescently tagged nuclear histone (H2B-mTurquoise) into non-transformed 

human retinal pigment epithelial cells (RPE-1 hTERT). The nuclear marker allowed us 

to computationally monitor chromosome segregation during anaphase of mitosis, track the 

movement of cells, and measure changes in local cell density in thousands of cells. As a 

metric for the dynamically changing local cell density, we measured the fraction of total area 

within a fixed distance from each nucleus that is occupied by neighboring nuclei (Figure 1A; 
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hereafter referred to as “local density”). This metric of local density is closely correlated 

with other metrics of cell density (Figures S1A and S1B).

We used this single-cell analysis to compare the behavior of different cells in the same 

cell sheet and observed considerable cell-to-cell heterogeneity in local density within cell 

sheets plated at the same density (Figure S1C). To investigate when cells sense local cell 

density during the cell cycle, we stably transduced cells with a degron-based APC/C activity 

reporter, which is actively degraded during G1 phase and accumulates during S/G2 phase 

(Sakaue-Sawano et al., 2008). We measured the length of G1 and S/G2 phases of the cell 

cycle in each cell (Figure S1D) and correlated them with average local cell density measured 

in G1 and S/G2 phases, respectively. We found that the length of G1 phase increased as 

local density increased, whereas the length of S/G2 phase was independent of local density 

(Figure 1B). This result suggests that local cell density controls proliferation primarily by 

regulating G1 length and exit to quiescence.

A key event in G1 regulation is hyperphosphorylation of the retinoblastoma protein (Rb) at 

approximately 15 sites by CDK4/6 and CDK2 activity (Rubin, 2013). Hyperphosphorylation 

inactivates Rb and relieves Rb-mediated repression of the E2F transcription factors, which 

induce target genes required for DNA replication (Bertoli et al., 2013; Malumbres and 

Barbacid, 2001; Nevins, 2001). Hyperphosphorylation of Rb can be used as a marker 

for proliferation because newborn cells with hyperphosphorylated Rb after mitosis keep 

proliferating, whereas cells with hypophosphorylated Rb remain temporarily in G1 or exit to 

quiescence (Chung et al., 2019; Moser et al., 2018; Spencer et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2017). 

Thus, we next focused on regulation of Rb hyperphosphorylation in G1 by local cell density. 

Previous studies using low-density cell cultures have shown that Rb hyperphosphorylation 

and the proliferation-quiescence decision in G1 phase are regulated by mitogen and DNA 

damage signals from the previous cell cycle (Arora et al., 2017; Barr et al., 2017; Hitomi and 

Stacey, 1999; Min et al., 2020; Spencer et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2017). Our goal was not 

only to understand how cell density regulates Rb hyperphosphorylation but also whether Rb 

hyperphosphorylation in a newborn cell is regulated similarly by the memory of local cell 

density experienced by its mother cell.

To measure Rb hyperphosphorylation in individual newborn cells, we performed quantitative 

single-cell immunofluorescence, where cells are fixed and stained using a previously 

characterized antibody recognizing phospho-Rb-Ser807/811 (Chung et al., 2019; Spencer 

et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2017). The nuclear signal intensity of this antibody is bimodal 

(Figures 1C and 1D, bottom panel), where cells in the high peak have most of their Rb 

protein hyperphosphorylated and inactive (Chung et al., 2019). In this way, whether a cell 

is in the hyperphosphorylated or hypophosphorylated Rb peak serves as a proxy of whether 

cells will continue to proliferate or exit to quiescence.

We combined live-cell microscopy with fixed-cell immunofluorescence at the end of the 

experiment to measure Rb hyperphosphorylation. This retrospective time-lapse analysis 

allowed us to match the Rb phosphorylation status of each newborn daughter cell with the 

local cell density its mother experienced before mitosis. Specifically, we tracked and fixed 

asynchronously cycling cells, gated for G1-phase daughter cells that recently underwent 
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mitosis (1–1.5 h before fixation) (Figure 1D, top panel), and averaged local density over 

a 3-h period before mitosis. This single-cell analysis showed that a decreasing percentage 

of newborn cells had hyperphosphorylated Rb as the local density in the corresponding 

mother cell increased (Figures 1D and 1E), a result we confirmed using logistic regression 

(Figures S1E–S1G; slope, −19.1). The large negative slope derived from logistic regression 

demonstrates that the variable local cell density for each mother cell is a strong predictor 

of whether its newborn daughters will have hyperphosphorylated Rb after mitosis. Control 

experiments showed a similar correlation (1) when we used different metrics of local cell 

density (Figure S2A); (2) when we used another non-transformed cell line, human breast 

epithelial MCF10A cells (Figure S2B); and (3) when we used a live-cell reporter that 

primarily measures CDK2 activity in G1 as a readout of the proliferative status of newborn 

cells (Figures S2C–S2E; Barr et al., 2017; Chung et al., 2019; Hahn et al., 2009; Schwarz et 

al., 2018; Spencer et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2020).

Although the negative correlation shows that local cell density in mother cells is highly 

predictive of the newborn fate, we also tested whether local density in newborn cells 

contributes to regulation of Rb hyperphosphorylation. To deconvolve the effects of local 

density in mothers versus newborn cells on Rb hyperphosphorylation, we controlled for 

one factor while analyzing the effect of the other. We first gated for cells that had the 

same local density in newborn cells but experienced higher or lower local density in mother 

cells (Figure 1F, green boxes; Figure S2F). When selecting newborn cells that have the 

same local density, variation in the local density in mothers remained a strong predictor 

of Rb hyperphosphorylation in newborn cells (Figure 1F, bottom left panel). In contrast, 

when selecting mother cells that have the same local density, variation in the local density 

in newborn cells was not a strong predictor of Rb hyperphosphorylation in newborn cells 

(Figure 1F, blue boxes, bottom right panel).

In an additional control, we expanded the same analysis over a much wider range 

of local cell density in mother and newborn cells (Figure 1G). We found that Rb 

hyperphosphorylation remained correlated with the local density in mothers after gating for 

the same local density in newborn cells (logistic regression slope, −18.0 ± 1.8), with plots 

from different gates collapsing onto the same curve. In contrast, there was a substantially 

weaker correlation between Rb hyperphosphorylation and local density in newborn cells 

when controlling for mother density (Figure 1H; logistic regression slope, −3.7 ± 3.7). 

The same result could also be shown by a logistic regression model that separated the 

effects of mother density and daughter density as predictors (Figure S2G). Finally, we found 

that pairs of sister cells were more likely to share the same fate than randomly chosen 

pairs of cells (95.3% versus 75.1%). We conclude that it is primarily the history of local 

cell density experienced by mothers rather than density experienced by newborn cells that 

closely predicts the likelihood of newborn cells to lose Rb hyperphosphorylation, inactivate 

CDK2, and exit to quiescence.

High cell density in mother cells directs newborn cells to quiescence

We next tested whether the prediction of Rb hyperphosphorylation in newborn cells from 

the local cell density in mothers reflects a causal link. We plated cells over a broad range 
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of cell density (Figure 2A, top schematic) and re-plated the same cells a day later at the 

lowest density, after which cells were live imaged and fixed. In this analysis, we selected 

newborn cells that underwent mitosis after re-plating using automated image analysis. These 

newborn cells were born into similar low-density environments (Figure S3A), whereas their 

mothers experienced a wide range of local density (Figure 2A, bottom gray line plot). This 

analysis allows one to test whether there is a memory of different cell densities experienced 

by mother cells that is passed down to their daughters that are now experiencing the same 

cell density. Indeed, newborn cells whose mothers experienced higher cell density were 

proportionally less likely to have hyperphosphorylated Rb (Figure 2A, blue bars).

In an additional approach to test for the fate of daughter cells, we repeated the re-plating 

assay and used a live-cell marker that measures whether cells have passed the G1/S 

checkpoint and entered S phase (Figure 2B, top schematic). APC/CCdh1 inactivation is part 

of the irreversible commitment at the G1/S transition and can be measured using the APC/C 

degron reporter (Cappell et al., 2016). We found that daughter cells born from mothers that 

experienced higher cell density were less likely to inactivate APC/CCdh1 (Figure 2B, bottom 

panels; Figure S3B) and, thus, fail to enter the next cell cycle.

We further validated that a memory of local cell density is passed on from mothers to 

daughters by testing how an acute increase in cell density in mother cells changes the 

proliferation state of daughters. In this live-cell analysis, non-fluorescent cells (which 

adhered and spread out within 20–30 min; Figure S3C) were added to asynchronously 

cycling cells expressing the CDK2 reporter, and cell cycle entry or exit in daughters was 

tracked by measuring the CDK2 reporter signal. We selected cells for analysis where the 

increase in cell density through addition of unlabeled cells occurred at different time points 

before and after mitosis (Figure 2C, top panel). This analysis showed that an increase in 

cell density during the preceding cell cycle reduced the percentage of newborn cells that 

activated CDK2 after mitosis in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 2C, bottom panel). In 

contrast, the effect of increased cell density on CDK2 activity was much smaller when 

cell density increased after mitosis. As an additional control, we found that increasing cell 

density in mother cells by plating additional cells also suppressed Rb hyperphosphorylation 

in newborn cells (Figure S3D). Our results argue that newborn cells retain a memory of high 

cell density experienced by mother cells, which suppresses Rb hyperphosphorylation, CDK2 

activation, and APC/CCdh1 inactivation after mitosis and directs cells to quiescence.

High cell density in mother cells promotes exit to quiescence by increasing p27 and 
reducing cyclin D1 expression in newborn cells

Newborn cells dephosphorylate Rb to a hypophosphorylated state and enter a prolonged 

G1 phase or exit to quiescence when they fail to activate CDK4/6 in G1 phase (Chung 

et al., 2019; Moser et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2017). To determine how mother cells 

instruct newborn cells to dephosphorylate Rb, we combined live-cell microscopy and 

immunofluorescence to measure the nuclear protein levels of the CDK4/6 activator cyclin 

D1 and the CDK inhibitors p21 and p27. This analysis allows us to match the cell density 

experienced by mother cells to the expression of cyclin D1, p21, and p27 in newborn 

daughters. We focused on these three regulators of CDK4/6 and CDK2 activity because 
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they are known to be direct regulators of CDK activities and cell cycle entry in G1 phase 

(Morgan, 1997; Satyanarayana and Kaldis, 2009; Sherr and Roberts, 1999). Although p27 

has been implicated in regulating contact inhibition (Polyak et al., 1994; St Croix et al., 

1998), it was not known whether and how p27, p21, and cyclin D1 contribute to density-

dependent exit to quiescence in newborn cells. As a complication for understanding their 

potential contribution, p21 and p27 can function as inhibitors that form inactive trimers with 

cyclin D-CDK4/6 and cyclin E/A-CDK2, but p21 and especially p27 may also function as 

assembly factors and activators of cyclin D-CDK4/6 when phosphorylated on particular sites 

(Guiley et al., 2019; James et al., 2008; Sherr and Roberts, 1999). These open regulatory 

questions motivated us to determine whether and how the local cell density experienced by 

mother cells regulates the expression levels of cyclin D1, p21, and p27 in newborn cells and 

how these levels control Rb hyperphosphorylation.

We first plotted the nuclear protein levels of cyclin D1, p21, and p27 in each newborn 

cell as a function of the local density experienced by its mother. Analysis of thousands 

of individual mother and newborn cells showed that the level of the CDK4/6 activator 

cyclin D1 in newborn cells was proportionally lower when the local cell density experienced 

by its mother was higher, whereas the level of the CDK inhibitor p27 increased as the 

local cell density experienced by its mother increased (Figure 3A). We also found similar 

correlations (1) when we normalized cyclin D1 and p27 levels to a nuclear DNA stain 

(Hoechst) to account for potential changes in nuclear geometry associated with changes 

in local density (Figure S4A) and (2) when we repeated the same experiments using 

MCF10A cells (Figure S4C). In contrast, the level of the CDK inhibitor p21 was not 

correlated with local density in mother cells (Figure S4B). Knockdown of cyclin D1 and 

overexpression of p27 showed that cyclin D1 and p27 function primarily as activators and 

inhibitors of Rb hyperphosphorylation, respectively, during density-dependent cell cycle exit 

(Figure S4D, orange bars). We also confirmed that CDK4/6 activity is rate limiting for Rb 

hyperphosphorylation during G1 phase in newborn RPE-1 cells (Figures S4G and S4G’), 

consistent with previous results in MCF10A cells and mouse embryonic fibroblasts (Chung 

et al., 2019).

We next tested whether regulation of cyclin D1 and p27 in newborn cells by the history of 

local cell density in mother cells is rate limiting for regulating Rb hyperphosphorylation. 

We increased cyclin D1 protein levels in newborn cells to approximately 2.5-fold through 

overexpression (Figure S4E) or reduced p27 protein levels approximately 3-fold using small 

interfering RNA (siRNA) knockdown (Figure S4F). Importantly, increased expression of 

cyclin D1 or reduced expression of p27 abolished the inhibitory effect of high local density 

in mothers on Rb hyperphosphorylation in newborn cells (Figures 3B and 3C). These 

results argue that cyclin D1 and p27 have opposing rate-limiting roles in regulating Rb 

hyperphosphorylation in newborn cells.

We conclude that density-dependent exit of newborn cells to quiescence is largely controlled 

by changes in nuclear cyclin D1 and p27 levels, which, in turn, controls CDK4/6 activation 

and Rb hyperphosphorylation. This raises the question of how cyclin D1 and p27 work 

together to control Rb hyperphosphorylation in newborn cells.
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High cell density triggers a shift in the cyclin D1/p27 ratio that forces Rb 
dephosphorylation in an ultrasensitive manner

We hypothesized that density-dependent cell cycle exit is the result of a competition where 

opposing changes in the concentration of the activator cyclin D1 and inhibitor p27 jointly 

dictate whether CDK4/6 is activated and Rb is hyperphosphorylated in newborn cells. When 

we measured the ratio between nuclear cyclin D1 and p27 levels in the same newborn 

cell, we found that the cyclin D1/p27 ratio was negatively correlated with local cell density 

in mothers (Figure 3D; Figure S4C, right panel). The dynamic range of the ratio was 

approximately 3-fold when compared between cells that experienced highest versus lowest 

local densities. This limited window of regulation raises the question whether and how 

a relatively small change in a single parameter can be robustly converted into a binary 

decision to enter the next cell cycle or exit to quiescence.

To determine the relationship between the cyclin D1/p27 ratio and Rb hyperphosphorylation, 

we performed multi-color immunofluorescence and measured these three parameters in 

the same newborn cell. Strikingly, this analysis revealed an ultrasensitive response of Rb 

hyperphosphorylation to the cyclin D1/p27 ratio (Figure 3E; Figure S4H), which can be 

quantified by a Hill coefficient of ~6. A small increase in the level of cyclin D1 relative 

to p27 can shift the cell from hypophosphorylated to hyperphosphorylated Rb (Figure 3F, 

red arrow). We further binned cells into quartiles, with each quartile representing a different 

range of local cell density in mothers. This analysis showed that the relationship between Rb 

hyperphosphorylation and cyclin D1/p27 ratio largely collapsed onto the same ultrasensitive 

curve (Figure 3G), suggesting that the balance between cyclin D1 and p27 is the primary 

mechanism that regulates exit to quiescence over different ranges of cell density.

We conclude that the multiple cell density-sensing pathways that originate in mother 

cells are integrated into a single activator-inhibitor balance between cyclin D1 and p27 

in newborn cells, which controls CDK4/6 activation and Rb hyperphosphorylation in an 

ultrasensitive manner. Because of the highly ultrasensitive shape of the response curve in 

newborn cells, a small shift in the cyclin D1/p27 ratio can be amplified into a large change in 

the percentage of newborn cells that are directed to quiescence.

High cell density suppresses the MEK-ERK pathway to force newborn cells to quiescence

The MEK-ERK signaling pathway is required for proliferation of epithelial cells and many 

other cell types (Meloche and Pouysségur, 2007; Figure 4A) and can be regulated by cell 

density and cell compaction (Aoki et al., 2013, 2017; Hino et al., 2020; Moreno et al., 

2019; Viñals and Pouysségur, 1999). We first determined whether ERK activity is regulated 

in mother cells by local cell density. To track ERK activity and cell density changes, 

we used a nuclear-localized fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based sensor, 

EKAREV-NLS (Komatsu et al., 2011). We observed cell-to-cell variability in ERK activity 

within a cell population and indeed found that time-averaged ERK activity was negatively 

correlated with local cell density (Figure 4B). Control experiments using a specific MEK 

inhibitor (Figure 4B), RAF inhibitor (Figure S5A), or ERK inhibitor (Figure S5B) showed 

suppression of ERK activity across the entire range of local cell density and a loss of 

correlation with cell density. Additional control experiments showed a similar correlation 
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between ERK activity and local cell density when we used a kinase translocation reporter 

(KTR) specific to ERK activity (Regot et al., 2014; Figure S5C) or when we repeated the 

same experiments using MCF10A cells (Figure S5D). When we measured the frequency, 

amplitude, and absolute height of ERK pulses (Albeck et al., 2013; Aoki et al., 2013; 

Toettcher et al., 2013), we observed a similar negative correlation with local cell density as 

we did for time-averaged ERK activity (Figures S5E and S5F).

To determine whether a fast change in local cell density causes a change in ERK activity, 

we acutely increased cell density by adding non-fluorescent cells (1.32 × 105 cells/cm2) 

and found that ERK activity was rapidly downregulated within an hour (Figure 4C). We 

also found a time delay of less than an hour between changes in local cell density and 

ERK activity in a temporal cross-correlation analysis of unperturbed cells that experienced 

changing local cell density by naturally occurring cell movement (Figure S5G). Control 

experiments showed that this is a one-way regulation because inhibition of MEK-ERK 

activity using a MEK inhibitor did not affect local cell density (Figure S5H).

Conversely, we determined whether an acute reduction in local cell density upregulates 

ERK activity. We cultured an island of contact-inhibited cells within a polydimethylsiloxane 

(PDMS) barrier (Figure 4D). Upon removal of the barrier, cells on the periphery migrated 

into the open space and upregulated ERK activity within 3 h (Figure 4D), arguing that 

lowering cell density can also rapidly activate ERK. We note that there was an initial spike 

of ERK activity upon removal of the barrier. This increase was likely induced by shear stress 

associated with physically removing the barrier because it was short-lived, and cells in the 

middle of the island, which did not migrate outward, also showed a similar ERK activity 

spike.

Having confirmed a causal link between local cell density and ERK activity, we next 

investigated whether regulation of ERK activity is a major mechanism through which 

cell density in mother cells regulates Rb hyperphosphorylation in newborn cells. We first 

showed that ERK activity in mother cells was a strong predictor of Rb hyperphosphorylation 

in newborn cells (Figure S5I). We then tested whether this correlation reflects a causal 

relationship. Indeed, addition of selective MEK, ERK, or RAF inhibitors in mother cells 

completely suppressed Rb hyperphosphorylation in newborn cells (Figure 4E; Figure S5J). 

To determine whether ERK activity is rate limiting for density-dependent suppression of 

Rb hyperphosphorylation in newborn cells, we overexpressed a constitutively active form of 

MEK1 (MEK1-CA; S218D/S222D) (Mansour et al., 1994). Persistent MEK-ERK activation 

largely but not completely abolished regulation of Rb hyperphosphorylation in newborn 

cells by local cell density in mother cells (Figure 4F; Figure S5K). We conclude that rapid 

regulation of ERK activity by local cell density changes in mother cells is a major signaling 

mechanism regulating Rb hyperphosphorylation in newborn cells.

ERK activity has been shown in other systems to increase expression of cyclin D1 (Lavoie 

et al., 1996; Robinson and Cobb, 1997) and reduce expression of p27 (Delmas et al., 2001; 

Sakakibara et al., 2005). We treated mother cells with a MEK inhibitor and measured 

mRNA and protein-level changes in single newborn cells using fluorescence in situ 
hybridization (FISH) and immunofluorescence, respectively. Inhibition of the MEK-ERK 
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pathway downregulated cyclin D1 mRNA and upregulated p27 mRNA in newborn cells 

(Figure 4G, top panel) but did not substantially affect an unrelated mRNA RPL10 used as 

a negative control (Figure S5L). Using quantitative reverse-transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR) 

and intron-specific primers that detect nascently transcribed pre-mRNA as a readout for 

instantaneous transcriptional activity, we further showed that MEK-ERK activity rapidly 

regulates the rate of nascent transcription of cyclin D1 and p27 within an hour (Figure S5M). 

This result argues that changes in the two mRNA levels in newborn cells are mediated 

at least partially by a change in mRNA synthesis rates. Consistent with the direction of 

mRNA-level changes, we also found that MEK inhibition in mother cells resulted in lower 

cyclin D1 and higher p27 protein levels in newborn cells (Figure 4G, bottom panel).

We conclude that regulation of ERK activity is a primary and fast-acting mechanism by 

which the memory of local cell density in mother cells controls Rb hyperphosphorylation 

in newborn cells. Increasing local cell density rapidly suppresses ERK activity in mother 

cells to downregulate and upregulate expression of cyclin D1 and p27 in newborn cells, 

respectively, which, in turn, controls whether newborn cells dephosphorylate Rb and exit to 

quiescence.

Competition between cell density and mitogen signals in mother cells controls exit to 
quiescence in newborn cells

Previous studies showed that mitogen and cell contact signals compete to regulate 

proliferation (Kim et al., 2009), raising the question of how newborn cells integrate previous 

cell density and mitogen signals to control Rb hyperphosphorylation and cell cycle exit. 

We tested the hypothesis that competing cell density and mitogen signals are integrated via 

ERK signaling into opposing shifts in the cyclin D1/p27 ratio in newborn cells to control Rb 

hyperphosphorylation and cell proliferation.

We first measured the correlation between ERK activity and local cell density while 

lowering the concentration of mitogen-containing serum. We found that cells maintained 

cell density-regulated ERK activity at lower mitogen levels, but the curve was shifted toward 

lower average levels of ERK activity (Figure 5A, top panel). Heatmap analysis also shows 

competition between the effects of cell density and mitogen stimuli on time-averaged ERK 

activity (Figure 5A, bottom panel). Similar results were obtained when we measured the 

frequency, amplitude, or absolute height of ERK pulses (Figures S6A–S6C).

We further found that the competition between cell density and mitogen signaling 

controls cyclin D1 and p27 expression (Figure S6D). Importantly, when we compared 

the cyclin D1/p27 ratio versus local cell density in mothers as we reduced the strength 

of mitogen stimuli, we found a parallel reduction of the cyclin D1/p27 ratio and the 

percentage of newborn cells with hyperphosphorylated Rb (Figure 5B). This striking result 

argues that a single parameter, the cyclin D1/p27 ratio, controls Rb hyperphosphorylation 

independent of whether the same cyclin D1/p27 ratio is generated by high cell density 

and high mitogen stimuli or low cell density and low mitogen stimuli. Indeed, when we 

analyzed three different conditions with similar cyclin D1/p27 ratios, we found that the 

relationship between Rb hyperphosphorylation and the cyclin D1/p27 ratio fell onto the 

same ultrasensitive curve (Figure 5C). We observed similar results when plotting all density 
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and serum conditions (Figure S6E). To test whether the competition of cell density and 

mitogen signals also applies to other epithelial cells, we titrated epidermal growth factor 

(EGF) to stimulate MCF10A cells and observed similar opposing effects of cell density and 

EGF stimulation on regulation of ERK activity (Figure S6F) and Rb hyperphosphorylation 

(Figure S6G).

These different lines of evidence argue that cells use a simple code to integrate local 

cell density and mitogen signals in individual mother cells, which is based on ongoing 

competition that ultimately shifts a single parameter in newborn cells, the cyclin D1/p27 

ratio, above or below a sharp threshold to control the binary cell fate of each newborn cell.

DISCUSSION

An ultrasensitive activator-inhibitor balance controls exit to quiescence in response to 
memory of local cell density inherited from mother cells

Our study shows that newborn cells integrate the history of local cell density experienced by 

mother cells to decide whether to exit to quiescence or keep proliferating (Figure 6A). We 

combined live-cell microscopy and fixed-cell immunofluorescence to link changes in local 

cell density to three molecular events that have been shown to be tightly coupled to cell 

cycle entry or exit at the single-cell level in daughter cells: Rb hyperphosphorylation (Chung 

et al., 2019; Moser et al., 2018), CDK2 activity bifurcation (Schwarz et al., 2018; Spencer et 

al., 2013), and APC/CCdh1 inactivation (Cappell et al., 2016).

A striking finding of our study was that the levels of cyclin D1 and p27 control Rb 

hyperphosphorylation in newborn cells in an ultrasensitive manner. The steep shape of the 

response curve dictates a tight control of Rb hyperphosphorylation based on the ratio of 

nuclear cyclin D1/p27 levels (Figure 3E; Hill coefficient, ~6). This argues that the complex 

integration of cell density and mitogen signals can be reduced to a single ratio parameter of 

two CDK regulators that decides the cell fate of newborn cells. Only a 2-fold difference in 

the cyclin D1/p27 ratio is needed to switch the percentage of cells with hyperphosphorylated 

Rb from 10% to 90% (EC10 and EC90) (Figure 6B). The cyclin D1/p27 ratio changed 

around 3-fold between cells that experienced highest versus lowest local densities (Figure 

3D). Because the observed distributions of the cyclin D1/p27 ratio were near the critical 

threshold, even a small downward shift in the ratio can force cells to dephosphorylate Rb 

and exit to quiescence.

The finding of an ultrasensitive control of Rb hyperphosphorylation by cyclin D1 and p27 

restricts plausible models of how p27 regulates CDK4/6 activity. Some previous studies 

showed that p27 functions as an assembly factor and activator of cyclin D-CDK4/6 when 

phosphorylated on certain sites (Blain et al., 1997; Guiley et al., 2019; James et al., 

2008; Sherr and Roberts, 1999). Nevertheless, our study shows that cells with relatively 

higher nuclear levels of p27 over cyclin D1 consistently lost Rb hyperphosphorylation. 

Furthermore, we found that p27 overexpression suppressed Rb hyperphosphorylation, 

whereas p27 knockdown enhanced Rb hyperphosphorylation (Figure S4D, right panel). 

These results support a model where p27 primarily functions as an inhibitor of cyclin 
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D-CDK4/6 activity and Rb hyperphosphorylation during cell density-mediated cell cycle 

exit.

Knockout mouse models also provide support for the hypothesis that p27, cyclin D1, and 

CDK4/6 kinases are rate limiting for control of tissue cell number and tissue size. p27 

knockout mice have a larger body size and enlarged tissues with increased numbers of cells 

(Fero et al., 1996; Kiyokawa et al., 1996; Nakayama et al., 1996). Cyclin D1 knockout mice 

(Fantl et al., 1995; Sicinski et al., 1995), CDK4 knockout mice (Martín et al., 2003; Rane 

et al., 1999; Tsutsui et al., 1999), and CDK6 knockout mice (Malumbres et al., 2004) show 

reduced body sizes. These results are consistent with rate-limiting competition between p27 

and cyclin D-CDK4/6 in controlling the number of cell divisions and tissue size.

Additional signaling pathways that sense cell density and control proliferation

In addition to ERK signaling (Aoki et al., 2013; Viñals and Pouysségur, 1999), known 

mediators of cell density-dependent regulation of proliferation include receptor tyrosine 

kinase signaling and cell-cell adhesion molecules (Curto et al., 2007; Perrais et al., 2007; 

Qian et al., 2004), the Hippo-YAP pathway (Aragona et al., 2013; Koo et al., 2020; Zhao 

et al., 2007), and other signaling pathways. Our study shows that ERK signaling in mother 

cells is a rate-limiting step controlling density-dependent proliferation in newborn cells. In 

addition, regulation of ERK activity by local density and regulation of cyclin D1 and p27 

transcription by ERK activity are rapid (within 1 h), consistent with the timescale of the 

maternal memory of local density.

We note that hyperactivating MEK-ERK largely but incompletely abolished regulation of 

newborn cell proliferation by the memory of cell density in mother cells (Figure 4F). 

This suggests that, although ERK signaling is a primary and fast-acting mediator of this 

regulation, additional mechanisms are also involved. Such additional signaling mechanisms 

may also be important to robustly maintain the quiescent state over long time periods, in 

parallel to the rapid response of the ERK pathway to faster changes in cell density.

Model for cell density control through probabilistic regulation of proliferation by the 
memory of local cell density from mother cells

Maintaining proper cell density is critical for epithelial homeostasis and function and 

is achieved through density-regulated proliferation as well as cell death and extrusion 

(Eisenhoffer and Rosenblatt, 2013; Macara et al., 2014). Our study provides two conceptual 

insights into how cell density may be robustly controlled in a two-dimensional cell sheet. 

First we show that there is remaining cell-to-cell variability in the cyclin D1/p27 ratio even 

when cells experienced the same local cell density and mitogen signal (Figure 6C). As a 

result, instead of an all-or-none response where all cells in a population stop proliferating 

at a specific density, the activator-inhibitor balance controls a probabilistic outcome. The 

percentage of cells that proliferate in a population in turn controls cell number and density.

Similar evidence of a stochastic mechanism controlling cell density has been reported in 
vivo. Intravital imaging of mouse epidermal stem cells has shown that cell proliferation 

is triggered by a decrease in local cell density (Mesa et al., 2018). Consistent with a 

probabilistic regulation model, neighboring cells that experienced a similar decrease in 
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local cell density could adopt different fates (Mesa et al., 2018). A potential advantage 

of probabilistic regulation of proliferation is to prevent cell density from overshooting the 

optimal range, which is more likely if all cells in a sheet were to exit or enter the cell cycle 

in response to a sharply defined cell density.

The second conceptual insight is that cell density regulation of proliferation occurs primarily 

in the mother rather than the daughter. Consistent with such a memory mechanism, sister 

cells in the basal layer of adult mouse epidermis are more likely to share the same fate 

(proliferation versus differentiation) than expected by chance (Mesa et al., 2018; Rompolas 

et al., 2016). Extending the time period when cells can integrate cell density inputs may 

provide more accurate measurements of density in a noisy environment and more robustly 

regulate proliferation and cell density in an in vivo cell population.

Conclusion

Our study shows that newborn daughter cells inherit the memory of local cell density from 

their mothers. We show that high cell density rapidly suppresses ERK activity, which, in 

turn, controls the ratio between cyclin D1 and p27 levels in newborn cells. Small changes 

in the cyclin D1/p27 ratio are then translated by an ultrasensitive response that controls 

CDK4/6 activity and Rb hyperphosphorylation, which dictate cell fate by directing cells 

to proliferate or exit to quiescence. Finally, our findings argue for a regulatory mechanism 

where competing cell density and mitogen signals are integrated in mother cells to shift the 

cyclin D1/p27 ratio in newborn cells in opposite directions across a sharp threshold in the 

activator-inhibitor balance that decides cell fate.
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listed in the key resources table.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

RPE-1 hTERT cells (obtained from ATCC, CRL-4000, RRID: CVCL_4388, female) were 

cultured in phenol red-free DMEM/F12 (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine 

serum (Atlanta Biologicals), 10ug/mL hygromycin B (InvivoGen), 50 U/mL penicillin, and 

50 μg/mL streptomycin (Thermo Fisher). MCF10A cells (obtained from ATCC, CRL-10317, 

RRID: CVCL_0598, female) were cultured in phenol red-free DMEM/F12 (Invitrogen) 

supplemented with 5% horse serum (ATCC), 20 ng/mL EGF (PeproTech), 10 μg/mL 

insulin (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.5 μg/mL hydrocortisone (Sigma-Aldrich), 100 ng/mL cholera 

toxin (Sigma-Aldrich), 50 U/mL penicillin and 50 μg/mL streptomycin (Thermo Fisher); 

for imaging experiments, MCF10A cells were cultured in phenol red-free DMEM/F12 

supplemented with 0.3% bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.5 μg/mL hydrocortisone, 

100 ng/mL cholera toxin, and the indicated concentration of EGF. All cells were cultured at 

37°C with 5% CO2.

METHOD DETAILS

Cell culture—All experiments were performed using RPE-1 hTERT cells unless noted 

otherwise. RPE-1 hTERT cells (obtained from ATCC, CRL-4000) were cultured in phenol 

red-free DMEM/F12 (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Atlanta 

Biologicals), 10ug/mL hygromycin B (InvivoGen), 50 U/mL penicillin, and 50 μg/mL 

streptomycin (Thermo Fisher). MCF10A cells (obtained from ATCC, CRL-10317) were 

cultured in phenol red-free DMEM/F12 (Invitrogen) supplemented with 5% horse serum 

(ATCC), 20 ng/mL EGF (PeproTech), 10 μg/mL insulin (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.5 μg/mL 

hydrocortisone (Sigma-Aldrich), 100 ng/mL cholera toxin (Sigma-Aldrich), 50 U/mL 

penicillin and 50 μg/mL streptomycin (Thermo Fisher); for imaging experiments, MCF10A 

cells were cultured in phenol red-free DMEM/F12 supplemented with 0.3% bovine serum 

albumin (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.5 μg/mL hydrocortisone, 100 ng/mL cholera toxin, and the 

indicated concentration of EGF. All cells were cultured at 37°C with 5% CO2.

Constructs and stable cell lines—Cells were transduced with lentiviral vectors pLV-

EF1a-histone 2B (H2B)-mTurquoise-IRES-PuroR and CSII-hDHB (amino acids 994-1087)-

mVenus (Spencer et al., 2013), CSII-pEF1a-mCherry-Geminin (amino acids 1-110) (Cappell 

et al., 2016; Sakaue-Sawano et al., 2008), and pLV-EF1a-CaaX-iRFP-IRES-Puro (Bisaria 

et al., 2020) as previously described. Cells were co-transfected with pPBbsr2-EKAR-NLS 

and a piggyBac transposase as previously described (Yang et al., 2017). ERK-KTR 

cDNA (Regot et al., 2014) tagged with mVenus was cloned into a pLV-EF1a backbone. 

To construct doxycycline-inducible expression constructs, human cyclin D1 cDNA and 

human MEK1-S218D/S222D (a gift from David Sabatini & Kris Wood, Addgene plasmid 

#64604) were cloned into the lentiviral backbone pCW-TRE-PGK promoter-PuroR-T2A-

rtTA, derived from pCW-Cas9-Puro (a gift from Eric Lander & David Sabatini, Addgene 

plasmid #50661); human p27 cDNA was cloned into the lentiviral backbone pCW-TRE-

PGK promoter-BlastR-T2A-rtTA, derived from pCW-Cas9-Blast (a gift from Mohan Babu, 

Addgene plasmid #83481).

Chemicals—PD0325901 (Selleck Chemicals S1036, used at 100 nM), SCH772984 

(Selleck Chemicals S7101, used at 1 μM), LY3009120 (Selleck Chemicals S7842, used 
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at 4.096 μM), PD-0332991/palbociclib (Selleck Chemicals S1116, used at 1 μM), Cdk1/2 

Inhibitor III (Millipore Sigma 217714, used at 1 μM), doxycycline hyclate (Sigma-Aldrich 

D9891, used at 1 μg/mL).

siRNA transfection—siRNAs were reverse transfected into cells using 

DharmaFect 1 (Dharmacon) according to manufacturer instructions, at a 

final concentration of 40 nM. Cells were changed into growth media 

approximately 6 hours after transfection. siRNAs were obtained from 

Dharmacon: non-targeting control (D-001810-10-05), cyclin D1 (J-003210-17: 

GCAUGUAGUCACUUUAUAA; J-003210-18: GCGUGUAGCUAUGGAAGUU), and p27 

(J-003472-07: ACGUAAACAGCUCGAAUUA).

Immunofluorescence—Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PBS solution) for 15 

minutes at room temperature, and washed three times in PBS. Cells were permeabilized 

in 0.2% Triton X-100 (PBS solution) for 15 minutes and blocked with blocking buffer 

(10% fetal bovine serum, 1% bovine serum albumin, 0.1% Triton X-100, and 0.01% NaN3 

in PBS) for 1 hour. Cells were stained overnight at 4°C with primary antibodies (diluted 

in blocking buffer), washed three times in PBS, and stained with fluorophore-conjugated 

secondary antibodies (Thermo Scientific, 1:1000) for 1 hour. Cells were subsequently 

stained with Hoechst 33342 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 1:10,000 in PBS) for 10 minutes 

and washed three times in PBS. To stain with a fluorophore-conjugated primary antibody, 

cells were treated with rabbit IgG (Cell Signaling Technology 2729, 1:100 in PBS) for 

1 hour to block binding to secondary antibodies, stained with the primary antibody for 

3 hours at 4°C, and washed three times in PBS. Antibodies used in the study: rabbit 

anti-cyclin D1 (Abcam ab16663, 1:500, validated with knock-down and overexpression), 

mouse anti-p27 (Cell Signaling Technology 3698, 1:500, validated with knock-down and 

overexpression), rabbit anti-phospho-Rb (Ser807/811) (Cell Signaling Technology 8516, 

1:2500, validated with knock-down and CDK4/6 inhibitor palbociclib treatment), rabbit anti-

phospho-Rb (Ser807/811) (Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate) (Cell Signaling Technology 4277, 

1:2500, validated with CDK4/6 inhibitor palbociclib treatment), mouse anti-N-cadherin 

(Santa Cruz Biotechnology sc-393933, 1:250, validated with knock-down), and mouse anti-

HA tag (Abcam ab130275, 1:1000, validated with overexpression).

RNA FISH—Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PBS solution) for 15 minutes 

at room temperature, and washed three times in PBS. Cells were permeabilized in 0.2% 

Triton X-100 (PBS solution) for 15 minutes and washed three times in PBS. RNA in 
situ hybridization was carried out using the ViewRNA ISH cell assay (Thermo Fisher) 

according to manufacturer instructions. Cells were subsequently stained with Hoechst 33342 

(1:10,000 in PBS) for 10 minutes and washed three times in PBS. Hybridization probes used 

in this study: CCND1 (VA1-11978), CDKN1B (VA1-12174), RPL10 (VA1-12078). Probe 

specificity for CCND1 and CDKN1B was confirmed through siRNA knock-downs.

PDMS barrier assay—Polydimethylsiloxane (Sylgard Silicone Elastomer Kit 184) was 

prepared as previously described (Thery and Piel, 2009). Briefly, the elastomer base and 

curing agent were mixed at a 10:1 ratio, degassed, and cured at 65°C for 3 hours. PDMS was 
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cut into rings with an outer diameter ~4 mm, inner diameter ~2 mm, and height ~3mm using 

a commercial leather belt hole punch. Glass-bottom 96-well plates (Cellvis P96-1.5H-N) 

were coated with 100 μg/mL bovine plasma fibronectin (Sigma-Aldrich F1141), washed 

with sterile water, and dried. PDMS rings were sterilized with UV irradiation and placed 

inside wells of 96-well plates, firmly adhering to the bottom. Cells were plated inside the 

PDMS ring at 6,000 cells per well (~1.9 × 105 cm−2), in a mixture of non-fluorescent and 

fluorescent cells (5:1 ratio) to facilitate tracking at high density. Cells were maintained for 

two days in growth media, and PDMS barriers were removed with forceps on the day of the 

experiment.

Microscopy—Cells were plated onto glass-bottom 96-well plates (Cellvis P96-1.5H-N), 

which were coated overnight with 20 μg/mL bovine plasma fibronectin (Sigma-Aldrich 

F1141) for RPE-1 hTERT cells or with 60 μg/mL bovine collagen I (Advanced BioMatrix 

#5005-B) for MCF10A cells. To probe a wide range of cell density, cells were plated at 

multiple densities for each experiment. Plating density ranged between 5,000 cells to 16,000 

cells per well (1.7 × 104cm−2 ~5.3 × 104cm−2). Cells were imaged on an ImageXpress 

Micro microscope (Molecular Devices) or Eclipse Ti2 microscope (Nikon) in humidified 

37°C chambers with 5% CO2 and with the appropriate filter sets. 10x objective (0.3 N.A.) 

with no binning was used for live-cell imaging of H2B, CDK2 activity reporter, APC/C 

degron reporter, and ERK kinase translocation reporter; 20x objective (0.75 N.A.) with 2-

by-2 pixel binning was used for live-cell FRET imaging and fixed-cell immunofluorescence 

and RNA FISH imaging. During live-cell imaging, images were taken every 12 min or 15 

min, with the total light exposure under 300 ms for each multi-color image.

RT-qPCR—RNA was extracted from cells using RNeasy Mini Kit and QIAshredder 

(QIAGEN) and depleted of genomic DNA using RNase-free DNase (QIAGEN). 

Reverse transcription was performed using RevertAid reverse transcriptase (Thermo 

Scientific) and random hexamer primers (Thermo Scientific) according to manufacturer 

instructions. Quantitative PCR (qPCR) was performed using iTaq Universal SYBR 

Green Supermix (Bio-Rad) on a LightCycler 480 II (Roche) according to manufacturer 

instructions. Measurements were normalized to the housekeeping control (EEF1A1). 

Primers used in this study: pre-CCND1-F: 5′- TTTGTCATCGGCCAGAAATA-3′, 
pre-CCND1-R: 5′- GACCTTCAGAGCACAGACCA-3′, pre-CDKN1B-

F: 5′-CGCAGGAATAAGGAAGCGAC-3′, pre-CDKN1B-R: 5′- 
GAATACGCCGAAAAGCAAGC-3′, EEF1A1-F: 5′- GATGGCCAGTAGTGGTGGAC-3′, 
EEF1A1-R: 5′- TTTTTCGCAACGGGTTTG-3′. PCR program: 95°C 5 min, 45 cycles of 

95°C 15 s, 60°C 15 s, 72°C 15 s.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Image analysis—Image analysis was performed with a custom MATLAB pipeline as 

previously described (Cappell et al., 2016; Chung et al., 2019). Briefly, optical illumination 

bias was corrected by measuring background autofluorescence signal for each imaging 

session, which was used to flatten the raw images. Global background subtraction was then 

performed on all images. Cell nuclei were segmented based on H2B-mTurquoise (live-cell 
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imaging), EKAREV-NLS (live-cell imaging of EKAREV FRET sensor), or Hoechst (fixed-

cell imaging, immunofluorescence and RNA FISH).

Local cell density was measured by examining a 50-μm circle around the nuclear centroid 

(results robust to exact circle size): the fraction of pixels covered by neighboring nuclei 

was used as the metric “local cell density.” In experiments combining live-cell tracking and 

fixed-cell immunofluorescence, newborn cells that underwent a round of mitosis (anaphase 

occurred 1~1.5 hr before fixation) were selected in silico for analysis. Local density in 

mothers was averaged during −3 hr to 0 hr relative to mitosis, which is used throughout the 

paper unless stated otherwise.

FRET signals were quantified by taking the ratio between the median nuclear intensity of 

the FRET channel (CFP excitation, YFP emission) and the median nuclear intensity of the 

CFP channel (CFP excitation, CFP emission). The EKAREV-NLS FRET signal may vary 

between experiments, thus ERK activity is only compared between different conditions of 

the same experiment.

To measure the CDK2 activity reporter and ERK kinase translocation reporter, the cytoplasm 

was sampled by expanding a ring outside the nucleus (with inner radius of 0.65 μm and 

outer radius of 3.25 μm) without overlapping with cytoplasm from a neighboring cell. The 

activity was calculated by taking the ratio between the median cytoplasmic intensity and the 

median nuclear intensity.

For immunofluorescence quantification, DNA content was calculated as the total 

nuclear Hoechst intensity; nuclear fluorescence signals (cyclin D1, p27, p21, phospho-

Rb-Ser807/811) were calculated as the median nuclear intensity; cytoplasmic signal (HA-

MEK1-CA) was calculated as the median cytoplasmic intensity (cytoplasm was sampled 

as described above). The measured cyclin D1/p27 ratio may vary between experiments 

due to variability in immunofluorescence staining, thus the ratio is only compared 

between different conditions of the same experiment. The ratio is not indicative of actual 

stoichiometry between the two proteins.

RNA FISH quantification was adapted from Chung et al. (2019): the cytoplasm was 

sampled by expanding a ring outside the nucleus (with inner radius of 1.3 μm and outer 

radius of 7.15 μm, results robust to exact ring size) without overlapping with cytoplasm 

from a neighboring cell; FISH puncta were identified as the foreground by thresholding 

on background-subtracted images; RNA puncta count was calculated as the number of 

foreground pixels within the sampled cytoplasm.

Statistical analysis—Statistical analyses were performed using Fisher’s exact test 

(MATLAB fishertest), one-way ANOVA (MATLAB anova1), Student’s two-sample t 

test (MATLAB ttest2) or paired/one-sample t test (MATLAB ttest), and two-sample 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (MATLAB kstest2). Logistic regression was performed using 

MATLAB’s fitglm function. The likelihood ratio test for regression slopes is based on the 

chi-square statistic of the full model and the constant model (where the slope is zero). Cross-

validation was performed by randomly partitioning the data into k equally sized subsamples 
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(k-fold cross-validation), training the model on k-1 subsamples and testing the model on the 

remaining subsample, and repeating the process over different testing subsamples. Further 

details, including test used, number of n, and measure of center and dispersion, could be 

found in the figure legends. The following p value convention is used throughout the paper: 

n.s. p > 0.05, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights

• Memory of local cell density from mother cells regulates proliferation in 

daughters

• Memory of local cell density shifts the expression ratio of cyclin D1 over p27

• The cyclin D1-p27 balance controls proliferation in an ultrasensitive manner

• Competing cell density and mitogen signals converge on the cyclin D1-p27 

balance
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Figure 1. Local cell density in mother cells predicts whether newborn cells exit to quiescence
(A) Measuring local cell density in RPE-1 hTERT cells expressing histone H2B-

mTurquoise. Scale bar, 50 μm.

(B) Asynchronously cycling cells expressing H2B-mTurquoise and the mCherry-tagged 

APC/C degron were imaged. Cells were binned by average local density in G1 or S/G2 

phase. Line plots are population medians in each bin; shaded error bars are 95% confidence 

intervals (n ≥ 50 cells per bin, n ≥ 9,379 cells total). Data are representative of 2 independent 

experiments.
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(C) Immunofluorescence of phospho-Rb-Ser807/811. Yellow arrow, cell with 

hypophosphorylated Rb; red arrow, cell with hyperphosphorylated Rb. Scale bar, 20 μm.

(D) Top: schematic of the experimental setup. Cells expressing H2B-mTurquoise were 

plated at different densities, imaged, and fixed at the end of the experiment. Newborn cells 

were gated in silico for analysis. Bottom: sample histograms of phospho-Rb-Ser807/811 

in newborn cells with different histories of local density in mothers. Percentages indicate 

cells that had hyperphosphorylated Rb (high phospho-Rb-Ser807/811). R.F.U., relative 

fluorescence unit.

(E) Newborn cells were binned by local density experienced by their mothers (n ≥ 50 

cells per bin, n = 8,574 cells total). Arrows indicate data points represented by sample 

histograms in (D). Logistic regression slope, −19.1; likelihood ratio test, p = 3 × 10−276. 

Cross-validation (10-fold) was performed: slope, −19.1 ± 0.1 (median ± s.t.d.); area under 

the curve (AUC) for the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, 0.74 ± 0.01. Data are 

representative of 4 independent experiments.

(F) Top: green boxes gate for cells with similar local density in newborn cells (50–70 

percentile) but different local density in mothers (top and bottom 10%, excluding 1% 

extreme outliers); blue boxes gate for the inverse. Local density in newborn cells is averaged 

during 0 h to 1–1.5 h after mitosis (from mitosis until cells were fixed). Bottom left: Fisher’s 

exact-test, p = 1.95 × 10−8 (n = 168 cells). Bottom right: Fisher’s exact test, p = 1 (n = 170 

cells). Data are representative of 4 independent experiments.

(G) Top: gating for cells with similar local density in newborn cells but varying history of 

local density in mothers. Bottom: correlation between Rb hyperphosphorylation in newborn 

cells and local density in mothers after controlling for local density in newborn cells (n 

≥ 20 cells per bin). Logistic regression slope, −18.0 ± 1.8 (median ± s.t.d. for 5 bins of 

local density in newborn cells). Cross-validation (10-fold) was performed on each bin: slope, 

−18.2 ± 1.8; AUC-ROC, 0.63 ± 0.02 (n = 5). Data are representative of 4 independent 

experiments.

(H) Same experiment as in (G) but gating for cells with similar local density in mothers 

but varying history of local density in newborn cells. Bottom: weak correlation between Rb 

hyperphosphorylation in newborn cells and local density in newborn cells after controlling 

for local density in mothers (n ≥ 20 cells per bin). Logistic regression slope, −3.7 ± 3.7 

(median ± s.t.d. for 5 bins of mother density). Cross-validation (10-fold) was performed on 

each bin: slope, −3.6 ± 3.8;AUC-ROC, 0.53 ± 0.04 (n = 5). Data are representative of 4 

independent experiments.

See also Figures S1 and S2. The following p value convention is used throughout: n.s., p > 

0.05; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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Figure 2. High cell density in mother cells directs newborn cells to quiescence
(A) Top: schematic of the experimental setup. Cells plated at different densities in 12-well 

plates were re-plated onto 96-well plates at the lowest density and imaged. Newborn cells 

were gated in silico for analysis. Bottom: average local density measured before re-plating 

(n ≥ 1,100 cells per condition) and percentage of newborn cells with hyperphosphorylated 

Rb (n ≥ 120 cells per condition). Data are representative of 3 independent experiments. 

One-way ANOVA of 3 replicates, p = 2.2 × 10−5.

(B) Top: schematic of the experimental setup. Cells born within 2 h after re-plating were 

gated in silico for analysis. Bottom: n = 20 random sample traces of APC/C degron intensity 

in cells that were originally plated at different densities (total n ≥ 95 cells per condition). 

Data are representative of 3 independent experiments.

(C) Top: schematic of the experimental setup. Asynchronously cycling cells expressing 

H2B-mTurquoise and the CDK2 activity reporter were imaged; additional non-fluorescent 

cells were plated to acutely increase cell density. Bottom: percentage of newborn cells with 
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high CDK2 activity(n ≥ 20 cells per data point). Data are representative of 4 independent 

experiments.

See also Figure S3.
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Figure 3. An activator-inhibitor balance between cyclin D1 and p27 directs newborn cells to 
quiescence
(A) Top: schematic of the experimental setup. Center: correlation between nuclear cyclin D1 

level in newborn cells and local density in mothers. Pearson correlation coefficient, −0.193, 

p = 2.6 × 10−73. Bottom: correlation between nuclear p27 level in newborn cells and local 

density in mothers. Pearson correlation coefficient, 0.257, p = 6.2 × 10−130. Line plots are 

population medians in each bin; shaded error bars are 95% confidence intervals (n ≥ 50 cells 

per bin, n = 8,574 cells total). Data are representative of 4 independent experiments.
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(B) Top: schematic of the experimental setup. Cyclin D1 overexpression (O.E.) was driven 

by a doxycycline-inducible promoter. Bottom left: correlation of Rb hyperphosphorylation 

in newborn cells and local density in mothers (n ≥ 20 cells per bin; control, n = 694 

cells total; cyclin D1 O.E., n = 973 cells total). Data are representative of 3 independent 

experiments. Bottom right: percentage of newborn cells with hyperphosphorylated Rb when 

gating for cells whose mothers experienced different local densities (n ≥ 25 cells per 

data point). The same gating was used for control and cyclin D1 O.E. Student’s t test; 

control conditions, p = 2.9 × 10−4; cyclin D1 O.E. conditions, p = 0.14 (n = 3 independent 

experiments).

(C) Top: schematic of the experimental setup. Bottom left: correlation of Rb 

hyperphosphorylation in newborn cells and local density in mothers (n ≥ 25 cells 

per bin; si-Control, n = 1,063 cells total; si-p27, n = 1,622 cells total). Data are 

representative of 3 independent experiments. Bottom right: percentage of newborn cells 

with hyperphosphorylated Rb when gating for cells whose mothers experienced different 

local densities (n ≥ 28 cells per data point). The same gating was used for si-Control and 

si-p27. Student’s t test; si-Control conditions, p = 0.014; si-p27 conditions, p = 0.15 (n = 3 

independent experiments).

(D) Cyclin D1/p27 ratio in newborn cells as a function of local cell density in mothers (the 

ratio is expressed in arbitrary units and not indicative of actual stoichiometry; data from A). 

Pearson correlation coefficient, −0.423, p < 1 × 10−130. Line plots are population medians 

in each bin; shaded error bars are 95% confidence intervals (n ≥ 50 cells per bin, n = 8,574 

cells total). Arrows indicate data points represented by circles in (F). Data are representative 

of 4 independent experiments. a.u., arbitrary unit.

(E) Percentage of newborn cells with Rb hyperphosphorylation as a function of cyclin 

D1/p27 ratio (n ≥ 20 cells per bin, n = 8,669 total, data from A). The Hill function was 

fitted onto the linear scale data. Hill coefficient, 6.3 ± 0.9 (mean ± s.t.d. of 4 independent 

experiments).

(F) Percentage of newborn cells with Rb hyperphosphorylation as a function of cyclin 

D1 and p27 protein level (n ≥ 10 cells per bin, n = 8,255 total, data from A). Data are 

representative of 4 independent experiments.

(G) Percentage of newborn cells with Rb hyperphosphorylation as a function of cyclin 

D1/p27 ratio after binning cells into quartiles by local density in mothers (n ≥ 20 cells per 

bin, n ≥ 2,000 total for each quartile, data from A). The Hill curve was fitted to the entire 

dataset (the same curve as in E).

See also Figure S4.
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Figure 4. Changes in ERK activity in mother cells control exit to quiescence in newborn cells
(A) Schematic of the ERK signaling pathway in mammalian cells.

(B) Top: schematic of the experimental setup. ERK activity was measured by the EKAEV-

NLS FRET sensor, which was used throughout unless stated otherwise. Bottom left: 

sample traces of ERK activity at different local density and with DMSO or MEK inhibitor 

(PD0325901, 100 nM) treatment. Shaded regions indicate ERK activity above baseline 

(average activity when treated with the MEK inhibitor). Bottom right: correlation between 

time-averaged ERK activity and local density. Linear regression slope, −1.09 versus −0.41. 
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Arrows indicate data points represented by sample traces. Line plots are population medians 

in each bin; shaded error bars are 95% confidence intervals (n ≥ 39 cells per bin; DMSO, 

n = 11,693 cells total; MEK inhibitor, n = 12,447 cells total). Data are representative of 3 

independent experiments.

(C) Cell density was acutely increased by plating additional non-fluorescent cells (1.32 × 

105 cells/cm2). Line plots are population medians of 140 or more cells; shaded error bars are 

95% confidence intervals. Student’s t test comparing ERK activity in mock versus treatment: 

15 min before treatment, p = 0.21; 30 min after treatment, p = 1.5 × 10−26. Data are 

representative of 3 independent experiments.

(D) Left: schematic of the experimental setup. Cell traces are shown on the bottom. Right: 

ERK activity after releasing cells from confinement, measured by the ERK KTR. Line 

plots are population medians of 92 or more cells; shaded error bars are SEM. Student’s t 

test comparing ERK activity in released (periphery) versus unreleased cells: 15 min before 

release, p = 0.29; 3 h after release, p = 8.0 × 10−8. Data are representative of 2 independent 

experiments.

(E) Top: schematic of the experimental setup. Bottom: percentage of newborn cells with 

Rb hyperphosphorylation after inhibition of the MEK-ERK pathway (MEK inhibitor: 

PD0325901, 100nM; ERK inhibitor: SCH772984, 1 μM) (n ≥ 785 cells per condition). 

Student’s t test; MEK inhibitor versus DMSO, p = 6.5 × 10−5 (n = 3 independent 

experiments); ERK inhibitor versus DMSO, p = 4.4 × 10−4 (n = 2 independent experiments).

(F) Top: schematic of the experimental setup. Constitutively active MEK1 (MEK1-CA: 

S218D/S222D) O.E. was driven by a doxycycline-inducible promoter. Center: correlation 

of Rb hyperphosphorylation in newborn cells and local density in mothers (n ≥ 16 cells 

per bin; control, n = 2,068 cells total; MEK1-CA O.E., n = 1,984 cells total). Data are 

representative of 4 independent experiments. Bottom: percentage of newborn cells with 

hyperphosphorylated Rb when gating for cells whose mothers experienced different local 

densities(n ≥ 10 cells per data point). The same gating was used for control and MEK1-CA 

O.E. Student’s t test; control conditions, p = 2.4 × 10−5; MEK1-CA O.E. conditions, 

p = 0.020; control versus MEK1-CA O.E., high density, p = 0.010 (n = 4 independent 

experiments).

(G) Top: schematic of the experimental setup. Bottom: mRNA and protein levels after drug 

treatment, measured by RNA FISH and immunofluorescence, respectively (MEK inhibitor: 

PD0325901, 100 nM). Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; 

cyclin D1 mRNA, p = 7.9 × 10−99; p27 mRNA, p = 1.6 × 10−17; cyclin D1 protein, p = 1.5 × 

10−59; p27 protein, p = 4.6 × 10−67 (n ≥ 320 cells per condition). Data are representative of 3 

independent experiments.

See also Figure S5.
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Figure 5. Competing cell density and mitogen signals shift the same activator-inhibitor balance 
to decide whether newborn cells exit to quiescence
(A) ERK activity was time-averaged over 4 h. Top: line plots are population medians 

of 25 or more cells per bin; shaded error bars are 95% confidence intervals. Bottom: 

population medians of ERK activity (n ≥ 200 cells per condition). Data are representative of 

3 independent experiments.

(B) Top: line plots are population medians of 30 or more cells per bin; shaded error bars 

are 95% confidence intervals. Bottom: population medians of cyclin D1/p27 ratio and 

percentage of cells with Rb hyperphosphorylation (n ≥ 250 cells per condition). Data are 

representative of 3 independent experiments.

(C) Percentage of newborn cells with Rb hyperphosphorylation is plotted as a function of 

cyclin D1/p27 ratio (n ≥ 20 cells per bin, n ≥ 320 total for each condition). The Hill curve 
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was fitted to the entire dataset. The color-coded schematic in the legend corresponds to the 

heatmaps in (B).

See also Figure S6.
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Figure 6. Regulation of the proliferation-quiescence decision by cell density
(A) Model.

(B) Schematic of the ultra sensitive response curve of Rb hyperphosphorylation as a function 

of the cyclin D1/p27 ratio. In this example, the Hill function has EC50 = 1 (the ratio at 

which 50% of cells have hyperphosphorylated Rb) and Hill coefficient nH = 6.3 (measured 

in Figure 3E). EC90/EC10 = 2.0, EC95/EC5 = 2.5.

(C) Cell-to-cell variability in the cyclin D1/p27 ratio in cells that experienced similar local 

density and mitogen conditions. A histogram of the cyclin D1/p27 ratio in newborn cells 

when local cell density experienced by mothers is between 0.18 and 0.20 (n = 767 cells, 

data from Figure 3D) is overlaid with the Hill function fitted to the entire dataset (data from 

Figure 3E, nH = 6.3).
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit anti-cyclin D1 mAb [SP4] Abcam Cat#ab16663; RRID: AB_443423

Mouse anti-p27 mAb [SX53G8.5] Cell Signaling Technology Cat#3698; RRID: AB_2077832

Rabbit anti-phospho-Rb (Ser807/811) mAb [D20B12] Cell Signaling Technology Cat#8516; RRID: AB_11178658

Rabbit anti-phospho-Rb (Ser807/811) mAb (Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate) 
[D20B12]

Cell Signaling Technology Cat#4277; RRID: AB_2797605

Mouse anti-N-cadherin mAb [H-2] Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat#sc-393933; RRID: AB_2832921

Mouse anti-HA tag mAb [16B12] Abcam Cat#ab130275; RRID: 
AB_11156884

Normal Rabbit IgG antibody Cell Signaling Technology Cat#2729; RRID: AB_1031062

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

PD0325901 Selleck Chemicals Cat#S1036; CAS#391210-10-9

SCH772984 Selleck Chemicals Cat#S7101; CAS#942183-80-4

LY3009120 Selleck Chemicals Cat#S7842; CAS#1454682-72-4

PD-0332991 (palbociclib) Selleck Chemicals Cat#S1116; CAS#827022-32-2

Cdk1/2 Inhibitor III Millipore Sigma Cat#217714; CAS#443798-55-8

Doxycycline hyclate Sigma-Aldrich Cat#D9891; CAS#24390-14-5

Bovine plasma fibronectin Sigma-Aldrich Cat#F1141

Bovine collagen (type I) Advanced BioMatrix Cat#5005

Critical commercial assays

ViewRNA ISH Cell Assay Kit Thermo Fisher Cat#QVC0001

iTaq Universal SYBR Green Supermix Bio-Rad Cat#1725122

Experimental models: Cell lines

Human: RPE-1 hTERT ATCC Cat#CRL-4000; RRID: CVCL_4388

Human: MCF10A ATCC Cat#CRL-10317; RRID: 
CVCL_0598

Oligonucleotides

Non-targeting siRNA Dharmacon Cat#D-001810-10-05

CCND1 siRNA: 5′-GCAUGUAGUCACUUUAUAA-3′ Dharmacon Cat#J-003210-17

CCND1 siRNA: 5′-GCGUGUAGCUAUGGAAGUU-3′ Dharmacon Cat#J-003210-18

CDKN1B siRNA: 5′-ACGUAAACAGCUCGAAUUA-3′ Dharmacon Cat#J-003472-07

CCND1 RNA FISH probe Thermo Fisher Cat#VA1-11978

CDKN1B RNA FISH probe Thermo Fisher Cat#VA1-12174

RPL10RNA FISH probe Thermo Fisher Cat#VA1-12078

Pre-CCND1 RT-qPCR forward primer: 5′-
TTTGTCATCGGCCAGAAATA-3′ This manuscript N/A

Pre-CCND1 RT-qPCR reverse primer: 5′-
GACCTTCAGAGCACAGACCA-3′ This manuscript N/A

Pre-CDKN1B RT-qPCR forward primer: 5′-
CGCAGGAATAAGGAAGCGAC-3′ This manuscript N/A
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Pre-CDKN1B RT-qPCR reverse primer: 5′-
GAATACGCCGAAAAGCAAGC-3′ This manuscript N/A

EEF1A1 RT-qPCR forward primer: 5′-
GATGGCCAGTAGTGGTGGAC-3′ This manuscript N/A

EEF1A1 RT-qPCR reverse primer: 5′-TTTTTCGCAACGGGTTTG-3′ This manuscript N/A

Recombinant DNA

pLV-EF1a-H2B-mTurquoise-IRES-PuroR Spencer et al., 2013 N/A

CSII-hDHB (amino acids 994-1087)-mVenus Spencer et al., 2013 N/A

CSII-pEF1a-mCherry-Geminin (amino acids 1-110) Cappell et al., 2016 N/A

pLV-EF1a-CaaX-iRFP-IRES-Puro Bisaria et al., 2020 N/A

pPBbsr2-EKAR-NLS Yang et al., 2017 N/A

ERK KTR Regot et al., 2014 N/A

pCW-TRE-PGK promoter-cyclin D1-PuroR-T2A-rtTA This manuscript N/A

pCW-TRE-PGK promoter-p27-BlastR-T2A-rtTA This manuscript N/A

pCW-TRE-PGK promoter-HA-MEK1-S218D/S222D-PuroR-T2A-rtTA This manuscript N/A

Software and algorithms

Microscopy image analysis: cell tracking Cappell et al., 2016 https://github.com/scappell/
Cell_tracking

Microscopy image analysis: custom code for measuring local cell density This manuscript Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.4960626

Other

Sylgard Silicone Elastomer Kit 184 Dow SKU#DC4019862
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